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MEASURING ATTITUDES TOWARDS NUCLEAR 
AND TECHNOLOGICAL RISKS 

By 

TEOFILO V. LEONIN, JR. 

H S I R A C T 

A number of methodologies have been developed for measuring 

public attitudes towards nuclear and other technological risks. 

The pishbein model, as modified by the IAEA Risk Assessment group, 

and which was found to be applicable for Philippine public attitude 

measurements, is briefly explained together with two other models 

which are utilized for comparative correlations. A step by step 

guide on the procedures involved and the calculations required in 

measuring and analyzing attitude using these models is likewise 

described, with special emphasis on the computer processing aspect. 

The use of the statistical Package for the social Sciences in the 

analysis is also described and a number of computer programs in SPSS 

for the various statistical calculations required in the analysis is 

presented. 
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INTRODPCTIOW 

Several methodologies for Measuring attitudes have been developed. 

Based on these, methods for analyzing public attitudes towards nuclear 

and technological risks have evolved. Many of these require the use of 

public attitude survey questionnaires which facilitate the Quantifica

tion of the responses of the subjects. Attitudes of the respondents 

are measured by applying the specific mathematical model specified by 

the particular attitude measurement methodology being utilized. 

, Usually the attitude questionnaire contains a large number of items. 

And since a large number of respondents are required for more accurate 

results, processing of the questionnaires often require the use of 

electronic computers. Computer programs are thus needed for the different 

statistical calculations and manipulations of the quantified response 

data. Fortunately, computer program packages are available thereby 

eliminating the aeed for developing computer programs. These packages 

reduce the time and effort required in the calculations. 

This paper describes in detail some of the procedures involved in 

analyzing attitude questionnaire responses with special emphasis on the 

computer processing aspect. These include the coding of t he questionnaire 

responses, input-data preparation, computer data processing and actual 

analysis of data. A step by step explanation of the procedures is 

described which can be used as guide for future work on measurement of 

public attitudes towards technological risks. The use of the Statistical 

Package for the social Sciences (SPSS) in the computer analysis of data 

is also describeJ, 
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REVIEW OP RELATED STUDIES 

In order to measure public attitudes towards nuclear and other 

technological risks, a number of methodologies may be utilized. For 

the Philippine nuclear risk assessment project, the methodology 

developed by the Joint IAEA/1IAS A. Project Team on Risk Assessment, 

based the work of Pishbein (1963, 1967) and his associates (Fishbein 

and Ajzen, 19/J) was utilized. The Pishbein model measures attitude 

by summing the products of belief strength scores and evaluation 

scores of a number of attributes of an attitude object. The belief 

and evaluation scores are obtained from the scores on seven-point 

scales in the attitude questionnaire. This method has been found to 

be useful for the measurement of attitudes of Filipinos in a pilot 

study conducted earlier (Savellano, et al., 1980) and in current 

studies presently being conducted in PAEC. 

As suggested by Schaefer and his associates (1979), it is good 

practise to utilize other attitude measurement techniques for 

comparison and correlation. Thus, other techniques were also used 

for this study. 

To validate the results of the Pishbein model, the evaluative 

scale of the Semantic Differential (SD) developed by Osgood, suci 

and Tannenbaun (1975) was utilized* In this model, the sum of the 

scores on the seven-point evaluative scale of several pairs of adjectives 

is obtained for each respondent. The sums of the respondents of the 

sample group are then correlated with the corresponding results from 

the Fishbein model. 

- 2 -
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The direct attitude measurement of attitudes towards nuclear 

power, which is obtained by getting the single rating on a seven-

point favorability scale in the questionnaire is also applied and 

correlated with the two above mentioned attitude measurements. 

Other models may also be used but these are beyond the scope 

of this paper. 

- 3 -
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GENERAL PROCEDURE 

A thirty-six page questionnaire composed of five parts is utilized 

in order to obtain the components of the different attitude models used. 

This attitude survey questionnaire used in the Philippine pilot survey 

is more thoroughly described in the pilot .siudy report (SaveUano, et al). 

A modified version of this is being employed in the attitude survey 

presently being conducted for three other Philippine sample groups. The 

responses of the sample group on the bi-polar seven point scales of each 

item on the questionnaire are scored and from these scores, the attitude 

measurements are derived. 

The first consideration then is applying the apu. v^ria >: . athematical 

model on the questionnaire response scores and then applying some 

statistical calculations on the data. The use of statistical computer 

packages is very convenie..L for this purpose due to the large amount of 

processing of data required. 

There are a variety of computer packages which are used in social 

science data analysis such as BMDP, SAS and SPSS. For this stu /, the 

Statistical package on the Social Science (SPSS) was use , since this 

was the most complete package available at the start of this project. 

In the absence of computer packages, developing programs in FORTRAN 

language or any other scientific computer language may also be done 

provided a programmer and sufficient time is available. 

- k -
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The general procedure for obtaining attitude measurements is 

presented in a flowchart in Figure 1. Questionnaire responses are 

first scored and coded and then transferred to computer readable cards. 

Insert Figure 1 About Here 

As the procedure described uses the SPSS, the data is next 

generated into what is known as an SPSS system file and stored in the 

computer memory. 

After the SPSS file has been generated and stored in the computer 

memory, any calculation required may be performed conveniently by 

utilizing the available package programs of the SPSS. Each of the 

procedures mentioned is explained in the following sec ions. 

DATA PREPARATION 

The procedure for encoding, arrangement, and preliminary processing 

of data is summarized in the flowchart in Figure- 2. 

The first step is transferring response scores on the questionnaires 

into computer cards in preparation for computer processing. To do this, 

the data is scored and logically arranged in a standard format. The 

code and format followed is the one suggested by the TAEA Risk Assess

ment Group which also developed a code book for the standard arrange

ment of data on computer cards. Appendix 1 illustrates the manner of 

- 5 -
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scoring and coding the responses on the questionnaire. A copy of the 

code book utilized is also reproduced in Appendix 2. A total of 

eleven computer cards is required for each respondent's questionnaire. 

For ease in the transfer of data to computer cards, the data is 

written on coding sheets following the arrangment suggested by the 

code book. Figure 3 shows the data of one questic. aire us written on 

a coding sheet. 

Insert Figure 3 About here 

Note that the data of one questionnaire fills up eleven lines each 

line corresponding to each of the eleven computer cards required. 

Note also that all the codes suggested by the code book are folio..d. 

After the coding on coding sheets is completed, the numerical 

data is punched on computer cards. This can be done in any >..:,:, ;,.,'-er 

center providing keypunching services. 

With the data now on computer ca-ds, the data is check.. : ;or 

keypunching errors. The work can be facilitated by printing the 

punched data cards on computer printouts and using these for cheekily 

with original data on the questionnaire. Generating printouts of the 

data punched on cards may be done in most computer centers, in this 

way, keypunch errors are easily detected and data cards with errors 

- 6 -



are replaced with correct data cards promptly. The data cards may 

£^?in be printed to ensure that the errors detected have been corrected. 

It is very important that the data must be accurately transferred 

on cards ard that any errors must have been corrected before proceeding 

to the next step. This is particularly important before generating 

SPSS System files since any errors would le ] to inconveniences as well 

as inaccurate .esults later on. 

THE SPSS 

For the statistical computations, manipulation nd analysis of 

attitude measurement data, a package of computer programs called the 

Statistical package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) was utilized for 

the project. The SPSS is an integrated system of computer pro-ams 

designed for the analysis of social science data. The system provides 

a unified and comprehensive package that can perform difficult types 

of data analy is and manipulation in a very simple and convenient 

manner (Nie, et al 1975). Although other statistical packages may 

be used, the SPSS was the only available and most complete package 

available >t the start of the project. All SPSS data processing was 

done usiii0 a Univac 1100 computer system. 

The following paragraphs illustrate the use of the SPSS in the 

statistical computations and data manipulations required in the 

analyses. 

PAEC (C) III C 81003 
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Generating Data into SPSS System piles 

The first step in pr^essing the questionnaire data using SPSS 

is by entering the data punched on computer cards into the computer 

and organizing these into what is called as an SPSS system file. 

This nay be done by using a set of SPSS control cards which are 

entered into the computer together with the data card-. T'î se control 

cards describe and define the data and also instructs the SPSS system 

the manner of organizing the data within the system. 

insert Figure 4 About Mere 

Figure 4 illustrates the control cards in the order of their 

position on the deck of cards to be read into. th<_ computer. A brief 

explanation of the function of each card in the program is in Figure 

4A. 

Note that the control statement is punched only from columns one 

to fourteen of the control cards. All other entries starting at 

column 16 of the curds are either variables, values, keywords, labels, 

punctuation or mathematical symbols of operations. 

It is important to note that other computer cards called system 

ccitrol cards are needed to be placed befor the first card of the 

deck of computer cards and also some after the last card. These 

cards facilitate the reading-in of the SPSS programs and/or data into 

- 8 f 
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the computer system and also for the allocation of total memory space 

within the computer memory. The computer center should be consulted 

for these system control card requirements. 

Validating Data Entered into SPSS 

When the questionnaire data has already been generated and arranged 

into an SPSS system file, it is good practice to examine the generated 

data for accuracy. This is done to ensure that all the data cards have 

been actually entered an that the punched data have been correctly read 

in by the computer card-reader. Thus, this is the final check on the 

accuracy of the data. One way of checking the data is by generating 

a frequency distribution of one or more data variables that can take 

only a few values, such as for example, sex or the Direct Attitude 

Measurement sc-le data (in this case called by variable name PCSC). 

Another set of control cards are used for this purpose but this may be 

done simultaneously with the generation of the SPSS system file. 

Figure 4 also includes the control cards for generating initial frequency 

distribution , for validation of SPSS generated data. The frequency 

distribution that is generated can then be compared with that produced 

independently by actually counting the distribution of the respondent's 

replies to the variable chosen for the purpose (i.e. SEX or PCSC). 

When the two di ;.ributions corresponds exactly then one may conclude 

that the data in the system file i accurate. 

- 9 -
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ANALYSIS OF DATA 

After ensuring the accuracy of questionnaire data in the SPSS 

system file, all statistical calculation and analysis can now be per

formed. Analysis is done first with the whole sample group and then 

later with the group divided into the PRO Nuclear and ,JJTI - or CON-

nuclear groups. Comparison and correlation between attitude measure

ment models can also be done. Figure 5 shows a flowchart of the 

analyses and manipulations that are performs. The order shov;n is 

suggested tc be followed in order to economize on time and computer 

utilization charges, although any other order or •.-. y . dditional 

computations can be done when needed. 

Insert Figure 5 About Here 

Analysis of Total Sample Date 

In the analysis of questionnaire responses by the wl. le sample 

group, there are three basic statistical computationr. which arc-

required. T''.ese arc; 1) generating frequency distributions wit.ii :he 

corresponding descriptive statistics, 2) factor analyses of variables 

and 3) calculation of new variables. 

For generating frequency distributions, the procedure is the 

same as described in the previous section on the validation of SPSS 

- 10 -
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system data file. Figure 6 illustrates the programs for genetating 

frequency distributions for the responses oi the sample group. This 

procedure is very useful in analysing the statistical variations in 

the responses in the questionnaire. A distribution showing significant 

percentages of positive scores for negatively-formulated items or 

extreme clustering of scores at the positive or negative end-points 

01 the scale is indicative of inconsistent and inaccurate responses. 

Thus variables with results like these should be treated with caution. 

Insert Figure 6 About Here 

The second procedure is the factor analysis on scores of the 

adjectives of the Semantic Differential. Figure 6 also shows th« 

complete program for the analysis as this procedure can be done 

simultaneously with the frequency generation procedur A brief 

explanation of each card in the program is also included. 

The factor analysis of semantic differential adjectives should 

show most of the pairs of adjectives clustering or loading very high 

on one factor and very few adjectives on a second and third factors. 

At this point, those pairs of adjectives loading low on the first 

factor (veiled the evaluative dimension of the semantic differential) 

may be eliminated from the succeeding analysis, (schaci r R.I.. et 

al, 1979). 

- 11 -
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New variables can be computed such as the sum of the Semantic 

Differential adjectives (SSDN) scores for the Semantic Differential 

model and the sum of products (EB's) of the evaluative (EV) scores 

•and the Belief (BN) scores. Figure 7 shows a sample program of these 
« 
computations and a brief explanation. « 

Insert Figure 7 About Here 

Convergence of Various Attitude Measurement Techniques 

in order to show the convergent validity of various attitude 

models on the subject sample group, a built-in validation techni :e 

is applied by correlating the sua, (or SEBN) to the (Sum SSDN) and 

also to the scores on the subject's direct responses (DM) on their 

favorablene^s or unfavorableness to the use of nuclear power. This 

is done with a simple SPSS , Logram as shown in Figi e 8. A brief 

explanation on the use of each control card is given. 

Insert Figure 8 About Here 

All correlations performed «• n be presented in graphical form 

by using the SCATTERGRAM subprogram. 

- 12 -
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Factor Analysis on Belief Scores 

A very important procedure in the analysis of data is the factor 

analysis on the Belief Scores. The program for this is similar to the 

factor analysis of the semantic differential and is shown in figure 9. 

Insert Figure 9 About Here 

Using the results of the factor analysis on the belief scores, 

the underlying cognitive structure in the belief system of the sample 

group can be determined. The 33 items on the belief portion of the 

questionnaire is grouped into a number of factors (usually four) 

according to the results of the factor loadings in the analysis. The 

factors are then interpreted and identified by getting the aspect 

which is common to the items loading highest on each factor. 

(Examples; risk-oriented items, benefit-oriented items, or economic 

aspect, etc.) relief items loading very low on the identified factors 

is eliminated from the succeeding analyses. 

Analysis of Altitude, pro and Con-Nuclear Power 

An interesting ;nalysi„ is in determining the structure of 

attitudes of two sub-group& of the total sample. These two sub-groups 

are* a) composed of tho:.o who are favorable to the use of nuclear power 

(called the PRO Group) an-i b) composed of those unfavorable to nuclear 

power (called the CON Group), These two sub-groups are formed by taking 

- 13 -
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into account the sum SSDN scores alone or in combination with the 

direct response scores (DM). 

The control cards needed for this procedure and a brief 

explanation is presented in figure 10. 

Insert Figure 10 About Here 

It is helpful to determine first the most convenient size of 

each of the two sub-groups. The criteria for choosing which respondent 

will belorg to a particular sui^roup may then be determined by adjusting 

the maximum value of SSDN or DM for the CON-group or the minimum values 

of the same for the PRO-group. In the survey conducted on a Phil ippine 

sample of 174 university studei: , a total of 38 respondents comprised 

each subgroup. 

Differences between the PRO and CON groups on the various 

variables such as SEBN and SSDN may then be closely analyzed by 

utilizing some statistical tests. One analysis that can be performed 

comparing the two subgroups is the T-test. A sample program foi. ttu 

calculations in illustrated in figure 11 including a brief explanation. 

Insert Figure 11 About Here 

- 14 -
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OTHER ANALYSES 

The statistical programs presented in the previous sections are 

only some of the computations that are required for the analysis of 

public attitude questionnaire data. Specifically, the calculations 

described are only for public attitude measurements towards the use 

of nuclear energy for electricity generation. There are four other 

energy systems included in the attitude questionnaif .Aich are; 

1) solar* 2) hydro-electric, 3) oil and 4) geothermal. The 

statistical computations performed for nuclear energy systems may 

also be done for the other energy sources by simply changing the 

variables in the specification field (columns 16 to K0) of the 

is>ntrol cards. The only difference is that there is no direct 

response measurement (DM) for the sample group's opinion on the use 

of these other energy systems. 

As for the other required analyses, SPSS sub-^i^rams are also 

available such as analysis of variance (ANOVA) and multiple regression. 

Also other attitude measurement models may be tested and correlated 

with those described in this paper. The SPSS Manual (Nie, et. al) 

can be consulted in the writing of these programs. 

- 15 -
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GOWCmSIOH AND RECOmENDATTOHS 

This paper demonstrates the advantage of using the SPSS in the 

analyses of attitude questionnaire data. Experience in writing and 

developing a^d subsequent process:ag of SPSS programs proved the 

simplicity and convenience in performing calculations and manipula

tions of attitude questionnaire response data. It is suggested that 

the programs presented herein be used as a guide for conducting future 

data analyses. For other analyses not covered in this pa er, the 

required programs can easily be written by using eh-; SPSS ...: Til. 

The procedures for converting the responses on the questionnaire 

into computer readable data on computer cards was described and 

explained in detail. The use of the mathematical models of the 

different attitude measurement techniques used in the project was 

also discussed and computer programs for these were also presented. 

The method outlined can be utilized in future public attitude measure

ment work. 

The programs, techniques and procedures illustrated in this paper 

are by no means the only methods that may be used. The SPSS is very 

flexible in order to allow modifications and changes as needed by 

researchers performing analytical work. As new attitude measurement 

models are developed, so must new SPSS programs be written for their 

statistical analyses and for comparison with the models used here* 

* 16 -
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FIGURE 2. FLOWCHART FOR DATA ENCODING 
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FIGURE 4. PROGRAM TO GENERATE SPSS DATA SYSTEM FILE PAEC (C) III C 81003 

CARD COLUMN NUMBER 
T SS 16 

RUN NAME 
ALLOCATE 
FILE NAME 
VARIABLE LIST 

GENERATING SPSS SYSTEM FILES 
TRANSPACE - 15.0W 
UPSTD 
SEX.AGE.YOSCH.TOSCH.OCCST.RES.NP.MAG.RN.TN.LEC.GOVIN.PD.FILM, 
TtXJRS,INFBRO,KOMIKS,LIBMAT,OTHERS>SDNUCl TO SDNQC16, 
SDSOLl TO SDSOL16.SDHYD1 TO SDHYDl6,SDGEOl TO SDCE016, 
SDOILl TO SDOILl6,PCSC,EVl TO EV33,BNl TO BN33.BS1 TO BS33, 
BHl TO BH33.BG1 TO BG33, BOl TO B033, IMPl TO IMP33 

INPUT MEDIUM CARD 
N OF CASES 174 
INPUT FORMAT FIXED (12X,2F1.0.F2.0,16F1.0./9X,16F2.0,2X,16F2.0/9X,16F2.0,2X, 

16F2.0/9X,16F2.0,2X,FI.0/9X,33F2.0/9X,33F2.0/9X,33F2.0/9X, 
33F2.0/9X, 33F2.0/9X, 33F2.0^X, 33FU0) 

READ INPUT DATA 
FREQUENCIES INTEGER - SEX(l,2),AGE(l,A),YOSCH(O,23),TOSCH(l,A),PCSC(0>6) 
STATISTICS 1,5,6,10,11 
OPTIONS 8 
SAVE FILE 
FINISH • 

\ 
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FIGURE 4A FUNCTION OF THE CONTROL CARDS IN THE PROGRAM IN FIGURE 4 

CARD SEQUENCE FUNCTION OF THE CARD 
NUMBER 

1 The RUN NAME card provides a label at the top of each 
printed output page of each program run. Thus in this 
case, all pages of the output will be labelled with 
"GENERATING SPSS SYSTEM FILES." 

2 The ALLOCATE with TRANSPACi s 15,000 card is used to 
reserve memory space for data modifications and computa
tions from the total core storage space allocated to the 
current SPSS run. For this program, a total of 15,000 
computer words is allocated. 

3 The FILE NAME card gives a name "UPSTD" to the file 
being generated. All succeeding SPSS program runs are 
required to call the SPSS file using this name. It is 
preferable to use meaningful names for the generated 
file, such as for this case, UPSTD stands for the sample 
group of university (up) students. 

4 - 8 The VARIABLE LIST card lists down all the variable names 
given to associated coded response data of the question
naire)1. The variable names used and their corresponding 
associated data can be found in appendix 2. 

t 9 The INPUT MEDIUM card instructs the computer to input the 
data from computer cards, 

10 The N OF CASES cards tells the computer the number of 
cases which corresponds to the number of respondents 
present in the group. 

1 1 - 1 3 The INPUT FORMAT card provides information concerning 
the organization of the data cases which in this case 
is in fixed format (FIXED)j the type of variable 
(whether numeric or alpha numeric); and the card and 
column location. 

In this case each of the formal elements inside 
the parenthesis corresponds to the location (the columns 
on the data card) of the data to be assigned in sequence 
according to the order of the variables in the VARIABLE 
LIST CARD. Hence the card above tells the computer to 
ignore the first 12 columns (X character) and assigns 
each of next two columns to the first and second variables 
in the variable list (SEX and AGE), and so on. The (/) 
symbol signifies proceed to the next data card. 
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The READ IOTOT DATA, tells the SPSS system to input 
the data cards. The deck of data cards are placed 
immediately after this card. 

The first operation or manipulation can now be done 
With the FREQUENCIES card. A frequency distribution 
of the respondent's sexes, ages* years of schooling, 
types of school and the PBOCOM responses are gene
rated. * 

The Statistics card provides the desired statistics 
such as mean (1), standard deviation (5), variance 
(6), minimum (10) and maximum (11) 

The OPTIONS card causes a histogram to be printed 
for each of the frequency distributions of the 
variables listed. 

The SAVE PILE card insures that the data which have 
been inputted and organized is retained or saved 
within the SPSS system file. The file is saved with 
the name UPSTD, »* specified in the FILE NAME card. 

The FINISH card ends the processing for this program 
run. 
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FIGURE 5 - FLOWCHART OP DATA ANALYSES AND MANIPULATIONS 

( START J 

GENERATE 
FREQUENCIES 

EVl TO EV33, BWi TO BN33 
SDNUCl TO SDNUG33 

T FACTOR ANALYSIS ON ~ 
ALL SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL 
ABJECTIVE RESPONSES 

DELETE LOW-LOADING 
ADJECTIVES 
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FIGURE 6. PROGRAM FOR THE FACTOR ANALYSIS ON SSDN SCORES 

CARD COLUMN NUMBER _ 
i n ! : — So" 
RUN NAME FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS AND FACTOR ANALYSES ON SEMANTIC 

DEFERENTIAL 
GET FILE UPSTD 
FREQUENCIES INTEGER - SDNUCl TO SDUC16.BN1 TO BN16,. 

EVl TO EV33<-3,3),IMPl TO IMP33<0,6) 
STATISTICS 1,5,6,10,11 
OPTIONS 8 
FACTOR VARIABLES - SDNUCl TO SOOTC16/ 

TYPE » PA2/ 
STOPFACT «= 0.01/ 

STATISTICS 1,4,5,6,8 
OPTIONS 2 
FINISH > 
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FIGURE 6-A. FUNCTION OF THE CONTROL CARDS IN THE PKOCRAM IN FICURE 6 

CARD SEQUENCE FUNCTION OF THE CARD 
NUMBER 

1 All pages of the printed output are labelled with 
the specified word? written starting at col wait 16 
on the RUN NAME cai«i. 

2 The GET PILE card retrieves or calls for the 
previously stored SPSS system file named UPSTD. 

3 - 6 Frequency distributions are generated for the variable 
specified. These control cards functions exactly the 
same as explained in Pig. 4 (cards 19-21). 

7 - 1 1 These cards are required for the Factor Analysis on 
the responses on the pair^ of adjectives of ttu semantic 
differential as specified1 with the VARIABLES - portion 
of the FACTOR card. The TYPE » PA2/card. indicates the 
type of method of analysis, in this case, principal 
Factor with Iteration. The STOPPACT * card provides 
the test criterion for stopping the iterative process. 
The statistics card provides the following: means 
and standard deviations (1), the initial-factor matrix 
(5), rotated-factor matrix and transformation matrix 
(6) and the plot of the rotated factors (8). The 
OPTIONS card provides a pairwise deletion missing data. 



FIGURE 7. CALCULATIKG NEW VARIABLES PROGRAM 
PAEC (C) III C 81003 

CARD COLUMN NUMBER 
16 80 

RUN NAME 
GET FILE 
ALLOCATE 
COMPUTE 
COMPUTE 
DO REPEAT 
IF 
II 
END REPEAT 
IF 
COMPUTE 
COMPUTE 
DO REPEAT 

IF 
IF 
IF 
END REPEAT 
IF 

CALCULATE SUMS 
UPSTD 
TRANSPACE • 30,000 
H - 6 
SSDN - 6 
XSDNUC - SDNUCl TO SDNUC16/ 
(XSDNUC LT 4 AND GT -4)SSDN « SSDN + XSDNUC 
(XSDNTJC LT 4 AND GT -4)H - H + 1 

(H LT 12)SSDN « 99 
H - 0 
SEBN » 0 
XEBN - EBl TO EB33/ 
XEB - EVl TO EV33/ 
XBR • BNl TO BN33/ 
(XEV LT 4 AND GT -4 AND XBN LT 4 AND GT -4)XEB 
(XEB LI 9 AND GT -9) SEBN - SEBN + XfEBN 
(XEB LT 9 AMD GT -9) H - H + 1 

XEV * XBN 

(H LT 30)SEBN1 = 99 
MISSING VALUES SEBN, EBl TO EB33, SSDN (99) 
DELETE VARS H 
SAVE FILE 
FINISH 
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FIGURE 7-A FUNCTION OF THE C MTROL CAROS OF THE PROGRAM IN FIGURE 7. 

CARD SEQUENCE FUNCTION 
NUMBER 

1 The RUN NAME for this run is CALCULATE SUMS 

2 As usual, the SPSS file named UPSTD is retrieved 

3 Core memory space is allocated 

4 - 5 The COMPUTE card is utilized to initialize tise 
variables r, used as a counter, and SSDN, used to 
accumulate the sums of the SDNUC values. 

6 The DO REPEAT card is an iterating instruction which 
repeats the succeeding cards up to the END REPEAT 
card for a specified number of times, in this pro^i\.m, 
there are sixteen iterations with the dummy variable 
XSDNUC assuming values of SDNUCl at the first iteration, 
SDNUC2 at the second iteration and so on*up to SDNUC16 
at the sixteenth and last iteration. 

7 - 8 The IF cards here ensures that the values of the SDNUC 
is between 3 and -3 inclusive. If th rs condition is 
satisfied then the counter variable H is incremented by 
1. Also, the current value of XDNUC is added to the 
previous value of SSDN. 

9 The END REPEAT card indicates the last card involved in 
the iteration. 

10 Another IF card is used here, this time to assign a 
missing value (99) to the SSDN variable if the condition 
is not met. Here, the condition is that there must be 
12 valid SDNUC values included in a particular case. 

11 - 20 The same cards as in 7 to 10 are i•.-•.; this time '.o 
compute the sum SEBN as well as new variable EBl to 
EB33. Dummy variables are XEBN, taking the values of 
the variables EBl to EB33; XEV, taking the values of 
variable EVl to EV33; and XBN, the values of the 
variables BNl to BN33. There are therefore 33 repeti
tions in this iteration. There must be at least 30 
valid values of XEB for each case, otherwise a missing 
value (99) is assigned. 
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21 The MISSING VALUES card indicates the value 99 as a 
missing value for the ne» variables created. 

22 The variable H is deleted from the file before saving. 

23 - 24 The usual last cards. 

m.-:;!mnmm 
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FIGURE 8. PROGRAM FOR CORRELATING VARIOUS ATTITUDE SCORES 

CARD SEQUENCE 
NUMBER 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

CARD SEQUENCE 
NUMBER 
1 

2 - 3 

CARD COLUMN NUMBER 

RUN NAME 
GET FILE 
ALLOCATE 
SCATTERGRAM 
STATISTICS 
FINISH 

16 
SCATTERGRAM AND CORRELATIONS 
UPSTD 
TRANSPACE - 15, 000 
SSDN (-48, + 48),SEBN (-297,+297),PCSC (0,6) 
ALL 

-So" 

FUNCTION OF THE CONTROL CARDS 

The RUN NAME for this program is SCATTERGRAM AND CORRELATIONS 
The usual cards at the beginning 
The SCATTERGRAM card instructs the computer to compute correlation 
coefficients between the variable specified: SSDN, SEBN and PCSC. 
A graphical display of the plots is also done for each pair of 
variable. 
The Statistics card indicates the statistics that must also be 
computed: Pearson's r, r , significance of r, sttindard errors of 
the estimate:, intercept with the vertical axis an the slope , 

The FINISH card ends the program. 

J 
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FIGURE 9. PROGRAM FOR THE FACTOR ANALYSIS ON BELIEF SCORES 

CARD SEQUENCE 
NUMB£R 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

CART> COLUMN NUMBER 
T R—• "SO-

RUN NAME 
GET FILE 
ALLOCATE 
FACTOR 

STATISTICS 
OPTIONS 
FINISH 

FACTOR ANALYSIS ON BELIEF SCORES 
UPSTD 
TRANSPACE - 30,000 
VARIABLES - BNl TO BN33/ 
TYPE - PA2/ 
STOPFACT - 0.01/ 
1,A,5,6,8 
2 

NOTE: The program is exactly the same as with the factor analysis on th 
semantic differential scores. (Refer to rig. 6 cards 7-11) 



FIGURE 10. PROGRAM FOR DIVIDING INTO PRO AND CON GROUPS 
PAEC (C) III C 81003 

CARD COLUMN NUMBER 
"So" T 16 

RUN NAME 
GET FILE 
ALLOCATE 
COMMENT 

COMMENT 

COMPUTE 
COMPUTE 
COMPUTE 
COMPUTE 
COMPUTE 
IF 
IF 
SORT CASES 
SAVE FILE 
FINISH 

DIVIDE INTO PRO AND CON GROUPS 
UPSTD 
TRANSPACE «= 15,000 
VALUES OF PCSC AND SSDN WERE USED FOR DIVIDING INTO PRO AND 

CON GROUPS 
A NEW VARIABLE PROCON IS UTILIZED WITH VALUES (1) FOR CON 

AND (2) FOR PRO 
PROCON - 9 
PCMIN -
PCMAX -
SDKIN -
SDMAX » 
(PC.SC GT PCMIN AND SSDN GT SDMIN) PROCON - 2 
(PCSC LT PCMAX AND SSDN LT SDMAX) PROCON - 1 
PROCON (A) 
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FIGURE 10-A EXPLANATION OF THE PROGRAM IN FIGURE 10. 

CARD SEQUENCE EXPLANATION 
NUMBER 

1 - 3 The usual RUN NAME, GET FILE and ALLOCATE cards ai the 
beginning. 

I; - 5 The ô;-,MENT cards allow the insertion of comments 
within the program. The commer.: on this program is 
self-explanatory. 

6 The variable P30CJN is first initialized to a val ^ 9 
to indicoto neither PRO nor CON group. This later on 
is ticjUj as a missing value. 

7 - 1 0 The values for the minimum and ..uaximum values require 
lor SSDN ana PCSC in order to create the PRO and CON 
subgroups. 

11 The PRO group is formed by assigning the value 2 to 
the variable PR0CON if the conditions are satisfy. 

12 The CON group is formed by assigning the • lue 1 to 
the variable PR0CON is the conditions specified are 
satisfied. 

13 The SORT CASES card is required to rearrange the 
cases or respondents data according to the value of 
PR0C0N. This step is necessary for the grouping 
procedure in the next program figure 11). 

14 A SAVE FILE card is needed to preserve the ordering 
done by the SORT CASES. 

15 The Usui.; FINISH card 



FIGURE 11. PROGRAM FOR COMPARING PRO AND CON GROUPS 

PAEC (C) III C 81003 

CARD SEQUENCE 
NUMBER 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 

CARD COLUMN NUMBER "I 
RUN NAME 
GET FILE 
ALLOCATE 
AGGREGATE 

STATISTICS 
T-TEST 
FINISH 

1Z 50" 
COMPARISON BETWEEN PRO AND CON GROUPS 
UPSTD 
TRANSPACE - 15,000 
GROUP VARS - PROCON/VARIABLES - SEBN.EV'l TO EV33,B U TO BN33, 

IMPl TO IMP33 
AGGSTATAS - SUM,MEAN,SD,MAX,MIN/RMISS - 9 
1 
GROUPS - PROCON/VARIABLES - SEBN,BNl TO BN33,IKpl TO IMP33 

CARD "EQ7ENCE 
NUMBER 
1 - 3 
4 

5 

6 

7 

FUNCTION OF THE CONTROL CARDS 

The usual cards at the beginning 
The AGGREGATE card now lists down on the printed output the cases in the 
order of their PROCON value and indicating the number of cases having 
valid values for each of the variables specified. 
The AGGSTATS'RMISS card indicates the required statistics and a missing 
value is as-:gned (9). 
Ti;e STATISTICS card causes the printing of required data for the aggregated 
groups. * 
The T-TEST card causes comparative analyses between the two groups by the 
T-test techniques. The variables specified sre involved in the comparison. 

J 
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APPENDIX I 

ENCODING OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES 

Quesric.maire responses of the subjects are scored based on 
their check marks on each of the seven-point bi-polar scales below 
each question or item. Most of the items are scored from -3 to +3 
depending on the position of the check mark. As an example, in 
Part I of the questionnaire the respondents arc asked to evaluate 
attributes of energy sysuns on the scale, the end-points of v. .ich 
are labelled good and bad such as the fox lowing* 

1. Improving our standard of Living: 
Bad : : V : : • : : •: Good 

( Code -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 ) 
In this case, the check mark indicates a score of -2. 
Parts 2 and 3 of the questionnaire follow the same coding 

procedure. However responses to questions in part A are scored 
from 0 to 6. 

The last part, the Demographic portion has an entirely different 
coding system. The manner of coding of this portion and also the 
coding of parts i, 2 and 3 of the questionnaire are indicated in the 
Codebook (Apendix 2). 
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C0D2 BOOK FOR AITITUDE QUESTIONNAIRE DATA 

• M m a a a | 

I. Code Book for Demographic Data 

Ca_td jto. Card 
Column No. 

1,2,3,4 
5,6 
7,8 
9,10 
11,12 

13 

14 

15,16 
17 

18 

Variable Variable Name 
Used 

Coding Missing 
Value 

Subject Number - 0001-9999 
Card Number - 01 
(Blanks^ * 
Country: Philippines - 08 
Sub-sample definition: - 01-04 

PilGi- -,.,. i. • e 01 
Univei i y Students 02 
Science 'u.-achers 03 
Barangay chairman 04 

Sex : SEX 1 - 2 9 
Male • J 
Female 2 

Age: AGE 1-4 9 
18-29 1 
30-45 2 
46-59 3 
60 and over 4 

Years of Schooling YOSCH 00-98 99 
Type of School: TOSCH 1-5 

Elementary 1 
High School 2 
College 3 
Graduate studies 4 
Vocational 5 

Occupational Status OCCST 1-8 9 
Professional, employee 1 
Skilled Worker 2 
Unskilled worker 3 
Self-employed 4 
Student 5 
Retired 6 
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Card No. Card Variable Variable Name Coding Missing 
Columi No. 

Unemployed 

Used 

7 

Value 

Housewife 8 r 

1 19 Present Resilience RES 1-4 
Metro-Manila 
Large City 
Small city/piv-.tfincial 

Capital 

provincial Tovm 
Sources of Information 

4 1 

2 

4 

9 

1 r: wspapei > NP 1 

1 21 Magazine MA 1-2 9 

4 Local 
Foreign 

1 

2 

1 22 Radio News RN 1 9 

1 23 Television News TH 9 

1 24 Lectures LEC 1 9 

1 25 Government Information 
Drives GOVIN 1 9 

1 26 Public Discussions PD 1 9 
1 27 Film showings FILM 1 1 

1 28 Guided Tours Through 
power plants TOURS 1 9 

1 29 Information brochures INFBRO 1-2 9 

Gov't publication 1 9 
Private publications 2 9 

1 30 Komiks KOMIKS 1 0 

1 31 Library materials LIBMAT 1 9 

1 32 Others (Specify) OTHERS 1 9 
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II. Codebook for Data/Semantic Differential 
PAEC (C) III C 81003 

Card No. Card 
Column No. 

Variable Variable Name 
Used 

Coding Missing 
Value 

2 1,2,3,4 Subject Number 0001-99 9 
2 5,6 Card Nui;.i<er 02 
2 7 (blank) « 
2 8,9 Code variable; Semantic 

Differential-Nuclear 
5! I 

2 10,11 Variable 1 SDNUC1 (-3)-(+3) 99 
2 12,13 Variable 2 SDNUC2 <-3)-(4'0 99 
2 14-39 Variable 3-15 SDNUC3-SL'£iUCl !>(-3)-(+3) 99 
2 40, 41 Variable 16 SDNUC16 f-3)-(+3) 99 
2 42, 43 Code variable* 

Differential-
Semantic 
•Solar SS 

2 44,45 Variable 1 SDS0L1 (-3>-(+3) 99 
2 46,47 Variable 2 SDS0L2 <-3)-(+3) 99 
2 48-73 Variable 3-15 SDSOL3-SDSOLl5(-3)-(+3) 99 
2 74,75 Variable 16 SDS0M6 <-3)-(+3) 99 
3 1,2,3,4 Subject Number 9001-9999 
3 5,6 Card Number 03 
3 7 (blank) 
3 8,9 Code Variable; 

Differential-
Semantic 
•Hydro SH 

3 10,11 Variable 1 SDHYDl (-3)-(+3) 99 
3 12,13 Variable 2 SDHYD2 (-3)-(+3) 99 
3 14,39 Variable 3-15 SDHYD3-SDHYD1 5(-3)-(+3) 99 
3 40,41 Variable 16 SDHYD16 (-',)-(+3) 99 
3 4?,43 Code Variable; 

Differential-
Semanti 
•Geother 

c 
H.ll SG 

3 44,45 Variable 1 SDGEOl <-3)-(+3) 99 
3 46,47 Variable 2 SDGE02 (-3)-(+3) 99 
3 48-73 Variable 3-15 SDEG03-SDGEOl5(- 3)- (+3 ) 99 
3 74,75 Variable 16 SDGEO 16 (-3)-(+3) 99 
4 1,2,3,4 Subject Number 0001-9999 
4 5,6 Card Number 04 
4 7 (blank) 
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Card No. Card 
Column No. 

Variable Variable Name 
Used 

Coding Missing 
Value 

3 8,9 Code Variable: 
Differential 

Semantic 
Hydro SH 

3 10,11 Variable 1 SDHYDl (-3)-(+3) 99 
3 12,13 Variable 2 SDHYD2 C-->>-(+3) 99 
3 14,39 Variable 3-15 SDHYD3-SDHYDl5(-3)-(+3) 99 
3 40,41 Variable 16 SDHYD16 (-3)-(+3) 99 
3 42,43 Code Variable; 

Differential 
Semantic 
-Geothermal SG 

3 44,45 Variable 1 SDGEO 1 (~3)-(+3) •>9 

3 46,-,? Variable 2 SDCFO 2 (-3)-(+3) 99 
3 48-73 Variable 3-15 SDGfc.u3-SLGEOl5(-3)-(+3) 99 
3 74,75 Variable 16 SDGEO 16 (-3)-(+3) 99 

4 1,2,3,4 Subject Number OOoM-9999 
4 5,6 Card Number 04 
4 7 (blank) 
4 8,9 Code Variable; 

Different! !• 
Semantic 
-oil SO 

4 10,11 Variable 1 SDOIL 1 <-3)-(+3) 99 
4 12,13 Variable 2 SDOIL 2 (-3)-(+3) 99 
4 14r39 Variable 3-15 SD0IL3-SD0IL15(- :)-(-f-3) 99 
4 42,43 (blanks) 
4 44 PRO/Con Scale PCSC 0-6 9 

III. CODE BOOK FOR DATA/FISHBEIN MODEL 

5 1,2,3,4 Subject Number 0001-9999 
5 5,6 Card Number 0-5 
5 7 (blank) 
5 8,9 Code Variable for 

Evaluations LV 
5 10,11 Item 1 EV1 <-3)-<+3) 99 
5 12,13 Item 2 EV2 (-3)-(+3) 99 
5 14-77 Items 3-32 EV3-EV32 <-3)-M-3) 99 
5 74,75 Item 33 EV33 (-3)-(+3) 99 
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Card No. Card 
Column No. 

Variable Variable Name 
Used 

Coding Missing 
Value 

6 1,2,3,4 Subject Number 0001-9999 
6 5,6 Card Number 06 
6 7 (blank) 
6 8,9 NUC NU 
6 10,11 Item 1 BNl r-3)-(+3) 99 
6 12,13 Item 2 BN2 (-3)-(+3) 99 
6 14-73 Item 3-i/ BN3-BN32 <-3)-(+3) 99 
6 74,75 item 33 BN33 (-3)-(+3) (J 

l,2,i.4 Subject Number 0001-9999 
5,6 
7 
8,9 

Card Nui.iber 
(blank) 

Code Variable for 
beliefs SOL 

07 

SO 
10,11 I ten \ IiSl C-3)-(+3) 99 
12,13 Item 2 BS2 (-3)-(+3) 99 

73 Items 3-32 BS3-BS32 (-3)-(+5) 99 
74, 75 Item 33 BS33 (-3>-(+3) 99 

8 1,2,3,4 Subject N'lmber 0001-9999 
8 5,6 Catii Number 0s 
8 7 (blank) 
8 8,9 Code Variable for 

HYDRO 
beliefs 

HY 
8 10,11 Item 1 BHl (-3)-(+3) 99 
8 14,13 Item 2 BH2 (-3)-(+.i) 99 
8 18-73 Items 3-32 BH3-BH32 (-3)-(+3) on 
8 74,75 'Item 33 BH33 <-3)-(+3> 99 

9 1,2,3,4 Subject Number 0001-9999 
9 5,6 Card Number 09 
9 7 (blank': 
9 8,9 Code Variable for 

GEOTHERMAL 
beliefs 

GE 

10,11 Item 1 BGl (-3)-(+->; 99 
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Card No. Caijl 
Colim.n No. 

Variable Variable Name 
Used 

1••• -ling Missing 
Vaiut; 

9 . 12,13 Item 2 BGl <-3)-(+3) 90 
9 . 14,73 Item 3-32 BC-i-BG32 (-3W+3) 99 
0 74,75 Item 33 BG33 (-3)-(+3) 99 

10 1,2,3,4 Subject Number 0001-9999 
10 5,6 Card Number 10 
10 7 (bl...ik) 

10 8,9 Code variable 
OIL 

for beliefs 
01 

10 10,11 Item 1 BOl <-3>-(+3) 99 
10 12,13 Item 2 B02 (-3)-(+3) 09 

10 14,73 I urns 3-32 B03-B032 (-3)-(+3) 99 
10 74,75 Item 33 B033 (-3)-(+3) 99 

11 1,2,3,4 Subject Number •0001-9999 
11 5,6 Card Number 11 
11 7 (blank) 
11 8,9 Code Var. of. Importance IM 
11 10 Item 1 JMPl 0-6 9 
11 11 Item 2 IMPZ 0-(, 9 
11 12-41 Items 3-32 1MP3-IMP32 0-6 9 
11 42 Item 33 IMP33 0-6 9 

Comments to Cotii„ Book; 
1. Code Book should be used as reference when cards are punched. 
2. The character b stai.ds fur blank 
3. Card 01 is reserved for demo .-iphic u-ta where space is left to add 

infon .Lion as necessary or .ivailable. 
4. Cards 02 to 11: Pleu.xs punch negative signs and watch appropriate 

space for positive values. 
Missing values should L>C coded: 99 (thus cov^riii^ both spaces). 

5. Easiest way to send data would be tape; suggest to use format as 
indicated in co.,, book to punch the cards and transfer cards i nto tape. 
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6. Tape specifications: 

6.1 Tape should be IBM compatible 

6.2 No label; if you have IBM computer then use 
standard header labels 

6.3 1600 bpi 

6.4 record format; fixed block 

6.5 blocksize; 3200 

6.6 record.length; 80 

6.7 EBCDIC-CODE 

6.8 9-track-tape 
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